In the preceding article 1 ) I began to trace the adoption and transmission by later writers of the remarkable interpretations of the psalms first made in the fourth century by Theodore of Mopsuestia. The succession of his disciples was followed down to the revised and abbreviated Latin version of the sixth or seventh centuries which was written probably by St. Columban and possibly in Ireland itself. In the present paper I wish to discuss a further succession of works dependent on Theodore's commentary, all of which were without doubt produced either in England or Ireland. The connection of the English links in the chain, the In Psalmorum Librum Exegesis'*) ascribed to Bede, and the Anglo-Saxon version known as the West-Saxon Psalms,*) has long been familiar to students of English literature thru Dr. Bruce's dissertation; 3 ) but the two Old-Irish works on the psalter, the fragmentary commentary edited by Dr. Kuno Meyer in Hibernica Minora and the tenth century poem by Mac Coisse, have not yet been assigned their place in the list. A study of the relations of these four productions, together with one or two others of less importance, will show the extent to which the strangely modern opinions of the great Eastern heretic were known beyond the Channel, and will also reveal a surprising THEODORE OP MOPSUESTIA IN ENGLAND AND IRELAND.
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mutual influence and a perhaps unsuspected intellectual commerce between Ireland and Anglo-Saxon England.
Preliminary mention may be made of a Latin catena on the psalms containing Theodorean matter, which bears evidence of having been used both in England and Ireland. The eighth or ninth century manuscript now in the Vatican Library (Pal. Lat. 68 ), 0 which is said to be written in an Irish hand, but transcribed from the work of an Anglo-Saxon, contains a series of extracts from various authors on the psalms, beginning with ps. xxxix. In the manuscript are also found a few scattered glosses in Irish and in the Northumbrian dialect of Anglo-Saxon. G terbock states that there is frequent agreement between the Latin extracts and the commentary edited by Ascoli; and his testimony is confirmed by a letter that I have received from Dr. Mercati, in which he adds that the extracts are from the works of Hilary, Jerome,, and Theodore, together with other commentators on the psalms. '. - A much more important member of the succession next presents itself in the commentary ascribed to Bede and known as the In Psalmorum Ldbrum Exegesis. 2 ) As we shall see, it is unlikely that Bede is to be held responsible for all the parts of this work; and it will be convenient to reserve the name ' Liber Bedae in Titulis Psalmorum', which is used in certain of the manuscripts, for those sections to which his claim is really well founded. The Exegesis falls at each psalm into three sections: a brief Argumentum and Έχρίαηαϋο dealing with the psalm in general, and a Commentarius which discusses the psalm at length both in general and in detail. The third section ceases to be added after ps. cxxi, but the Argumenta and Explanationes continue to the end of the psalter.
The 'laber Έedae in Titulis Psalmorum
Before attempting to discuss the authorship of these sections, it will be necessary to examine in detail the composition and sources of each of the three. The essential questions here have already been answered by Dr. Bruce, and 1 shall without further acknowledgment make use of his results, which need to be In the first case the addition of Columban has been dropped, in the second retained. For other instances of retention see the Argumenta of pss. 1, li, liii, lix. In these cases the reconciling phrase is more or less attenuated; but in others (as at pss. Ixxxv and cvii), it is even fuller than in the commentary edited by Ascoli, a circumstance that suggests that the compiler of the Argumenta enjoyed the use of a better and completer text of Columban's work than the very corrupt one that has come down to us.
)
In the third place, the six spurious and non-Theodorean headings in Columban's commentary (pss. Ixxxvii, cxxxix-cxliii; see the preceding article, p. 445) are also found in the Argumenta: at ps. Ixxxvii, where Columban fails to give any historical interpretation, the (a) section is omitted in the Argumentum, for the only time in the whole series; and the spurious Hezekian interpretations of Columban in the other five cases also reappear in the briefer headings.
. The agreement between Columban and the Argumenta, however, is not entirely unbroken. Just as we found that Columban had departed from his model in the six cases mentioned, so in a number of other cases the Argumenta depart from Columban. The explanation this time is doubtless the same as in the other, a loss of certain pages in the source immediately followed. The accident which befell Columban's model occurred near its end) that which concerned .the Argumenta near the beginning.
1 ) The spurious Argumenta, in addition to the six that, as we have seen, were taken over from Columban, number thirteen in all. They are found at pss. ii-ix, xi, xii, xiv, xv, and xxxvii. Of these the last is susceptible of a simple explanation; it is merely an accidental reflection of the one at ps. vi. As we saw in the preceding article (p. 443), the earlier Latin translation had substituted for Theodore's hypothesis to ps. xxxvii a mere notiqe^ that it was identical with ps. vi; this statement was copied in Columban's commentary; and the compiler of the Argumenta, having already gone wrong at ps. vi, very naturally carried over his mistake to ps. xxxvii.
The genuine Theodorean interpretations in these thirteen cases, as demonstrated by the agreement of all our other sources, are as follows: ii and viii, Dogmatic; iii, vi, vii, ix, xii, xv, xxxvii, Personal or Davidic; iv, Laudatory; v, Exilic; xi, Purely Moral; xiv, Hezekian. The unfortunate guesses of the compiler of the Argumenta are distributed as follows: ii, xi, Personal or Davidic; iii, iv, v, vi, vii, ix, xii, xv, xxxvii, Hezekian; viii, Laudatory; xiv, Exilic. His substitutes, like those of Columban, at least show an understanding of Theodorean methods and a sympathy with them; but he manifested somewhat more originality than Columban, who l plumped' for Hezekiah.
2 ) To his Theodorean historical explanations, the compiler added in the great majority of cases a mystical title which represents the opposite or orthodox school of interpretation. Perhaps he originally added these mystical titles of the (b) section in every case; for in 8 out of the 23 psalms where it is lacking in our text, we find it supplied by the Latin 'rubrics on the margin of the Paris Psalter. 3 ) These rubrics, as Bruce was the *) Bruce (p. 117) first suggested that an imperfect manuscript probably lay behind the 18 spurious Argumenta; the condition of the newly found commentary of Columban compels us to assume two such imperfect manuscripts instead of one. But the assumption is not at all an unlikely one, in view of the common vicissitudes of manuscript history, of which we have in the fragmentary Bobbio manuscripts a pertinent illustration.
2 ) For a discussion in detail of these spurious Argumenta and their relation to the Anglo-Saxon Introductions, see the article entitled 'Notes on the Introductions of the West-Saxon Psalms' which is soon to appear in the Journal of Theological Studies. 3 ) See the 'Notes 1 at pss. vii, xxi, and xxiv; and compare the Argumenta "with the Rubrics also at pss.lviii, cxiii, five of the sub-titles of ps. cxviiii first to demonstrate, are based, like the Anglo-Saxon Introductions, principally on the Argumenta. That they had the advantage of a much better and fuller text is demonstrated not only by their retention of these lost mystical titles, but also by the numerous cases where they retain words and phrases not in our text.
The mystical titles represent the views of orthodox commentators in general, but they are not so far as can be discovered drawn from any one expounder of the allegorical school. They are more probably taken, as Bruce suggests (p. 122) from some l Collectio Argumentorum' such as that preserved in the works of Cardinal Thomasius (Opera Omnia, II. xlvi, Rome, 1747) . It is not correct, however, to say, as Bruce does (p. 122) , that Thomasius took the titles in his 'Collectio' direct from the Exegesis-, for altho most of the mystical titles of the Argumenta recur in Thomasius, they are often given there in a fuller or an altered form, and cannot possibly have come from the edition of Bede's works that Thomasius used. Probably there were many such 'Collectiones' of allegorical 'Voces' from which compilers and manuscript rubricators might draw, and it was with the aid of one of these that the Argumenta were made up. A similar collection was evidently used by the rubricators of other Anglo-Saxon Psalters, as will be shown below.
The mystical titles offer a sharp contrast to the Theodorean interpretations by substituting the New Testament for the Old as a key to the meaning of the psalms. Whereas Theodore chose his appropriate spokesman nearly always from Old Testament history, viz. David himself, Hezekiah, the Exiles, the Maccabees, the mystical titles invariably bring the psalm into the circle of New Testament history, and put it almost always in the mouth either of Christ or of the Church. They use the form 1 Vox' or 'Verba Christi', or 'Christus dicit' on the one hand, or 'Vox' or 'Confessio Ecclesiae, credentium, fidei, Apostolorum, pss. cxxix, cxli, and cxlii. The Anglo-Saxon Introductions also point at times to the presence of a mystical title absent in our text of the Argumenta; cf. the 'Kotes* at pss.iii, vii, viii, xxi, xxiv. ») Cf. the varying relations between the Rubrics and the Argumenta which appear at pss. cxx, cxxx; pss. Ixxxi,-Uxxiii, Ixxxiv, cxii, cxix, cxxvi; pss.l, cxvii, cxxxv, cxxxix; pss.lxxix, cxviii, cxxv, cxwxii.
Pauli', and the like, or 'Ecclesia' etc. 'dicit', on the other. But there are two notable points of resemblance between the historical (a) sections and the allegorical (b) sections: 1 ) both usually conceive the psalms as dramatic monologs written by David in the character of some future personage discerned by his prophetic vision; and the mj'stical titles, like the explanations of Theodore, practically ignore the Vulgate titles.
The curious additional clauses found some 33 times in the (b) sections, which we hWe named the 'liturgical note', e.g. 1 Lege ad Esaiam, ad Euangelium Matthaei, ad Lucam' (cf. pss. ii, vi, viii, x, etc.) , have been explained in general by Thomasius (II, Ad Lectorem, section xiii; cited by Bruce p. 219), and are dealt with in detail in the 'Notes'. They are all found, some in fuller form, in the 'Collectio' of Thomasius. To be associated with them are the expressions, some of which are obscure, 'post baptismum', ps. xxii; 'ad eos qui primum ingrediuntur in Dominicam', ps. xxvi; 'ad superposition em', pss. xx viii and cvii; 'per ieiunium', ps. xxxiii; 'ante baptismum ad eos qui fidem sun t consecuturi', ps.xli; 'ad eos qui fidern sunt consecuti', ps.xlii; 'in exomologesim', ps.xliii; 'ante baptismum', ps.Ixiv, -most of which refer to ancient liturgical use of the psalms in question (see 'Notes' in each case).
The (c) sections, 22 in number, are in the nature of an occasional comment, mostly either on the Vulgate title or some New Testament use or reference to the psalm. All of them are taken from one of two well-known orthodox commentaries on the psalter: the Breuiarium in Psalmos mistakenly ascribed to Jerome (P. L., XXVI) , from which come the (c) sections of pss. i, xiii, xxi, xxvii, cxv, cxxv, or the Commentarii in Psalmos of Arnobius (P. L., LIU), from which are taken the (c) sections of *) In the three texts collated for the edition of the Argumenta in the West-Saxon Psalms (see p. viii), the (b) sections are very .generally begun with the word ' Aliter'. In the new ms. text which now comes to light, however, in the Southhampton Psalter, we find this word frequently replaced by 1 Spiritualiter ' (pss. ii, v, etc.) or 'Allegorice ' (pss. iii, iv, etc.) . Dr. Bright suggests as not unlikely that we have -here the original reading in every case, and that 'aliter 7 arose by a natural confusion of scribal abbreviations. If so, it is an interesting proof that the compiler understood and intended thus formally to indicate the distinction between the two schools of exegesis whose interpretations he brought together. pss. iv, vi, xi, xiv, xix, xxii, xxviii, xxxiii, xxxix, Iv, Ivi, Iviii, Ixix, Ixxx, Ixxxviii, xcv. *) We can thus state quite precisely just what works the compiler of the Argumenta used. They were four: the Theodorean commentary of Columban, a 'Collectio Argumentorum' similar to the one preserved in Thomasius, and the two orthodox commentaries of pseudo-Jerome and Arnobius. The process of correcting Theodore's two original opinions had been vigorously begun by Columban; but in the Argumenten we find them in danger of being swamped altogether by the flood of conventional interpretations attached to them. They still stand out, however, as the forefront and most distinctive part .of the series of headings.
A further corrective was supplied in the accompanying series of headings entitled Explanations. These, as Bruce noted, are practically all taken from the standard orthodox commentary of Cassiodorus, Expositio in Psalterium (P. L., LXX). The process was much like that applied to Columban's headings in the Argumenta. Cassiodorus heads each psalm by a paragraph on the title and subject, and a second that he names 'Diuisio psalmi'. In the Explanations the two are boiled down usually into about half the length of one.
Cassiodorus is not, however, the exclusive source of the Explanationes. The compiler kept his mind sufficiently open occasionally to replace an explanation of Cassiodorus by one that he preferred from the pseudo-Jerome (cf. pss. vii, ix, xxi, xxvi, xxix, xxxiii, xxxviii, xlviii, and others) . It is more noteworthy that at least once he turned to Columban (ps. xxxvi).
2 ) The fact is unmistakable, and goes far to prove that Argumenta and Explanations were by the same author.
*) The fact that the (c) section of ps.xcv is merely borrowed, tho as elsewhere not without some adaptation, from Arnobius, disposes of the argument based thereon by Bruce (Note, p. 129) as to a possible contemporary allusion by the author of the Argumenta. *) Ascoli, ps. xxxvi: 'Quoniam plerique mortalium afflictione proborum et impiorum prosperitate turbantur, ut inreitiuneratas in hac uita uirtutes deserant, et uitia consectentur felicia, ad huiusmodi depellendum errorem isto psalmus coraponitur.' Explanation 'Hie psalmus hortatur ad fidem, demonstrans Ecclesiae salutem: monet credentes, quoniam plerigue mortalium pro afflictione bonorum et impiorum prosperitate turban tur, adeo ut et non remunerate in Finally we come to the Commentarius proper. It differs greatly in style from the two introductory sections, being as diffuse as they are concise. Nor does it seem to have been intended to follow them, for it generally begins afresh with a discussion of the title and general purpose of the psalm, traversing over again the ground of the two headings, and making no apparent effort to agree with them. The Argumenia indeed can hardly have been known to the author of the Commentarius, for none of its peculiar x historical explanations taken from Theodore are found or even alluded to below. With the Explanatio the introductory remarks of the Commentarius are usually in agreement; but this is to be accounted for from the fact that both use Cassiodorus as their principal source. Jerome and Augustine are also constantly cited in the Commentarius. It is not, however, merely a compilation, as the Argumenta and Explanations are; it exhibits as much independence as is likely to be found in a medieval commentary which is a slavish adherent of the orthodox allegorical school.
The ascription of the In Psalmorum Librum Exegesis to Bede has been as much called in question as Columban's authorship of the commentary edited by Ascoli. Most students of Bede have rejected the whole of it from the list of his works, on stylistic and other grounds. The arguments against it are well summed up by , who supported the assignment of it to Ambrose Autpert, a theory that had privately been communicated to him by Dorn. Germain Morin. The sole argument on the other side that Dr. Bruce found to answer was the fact of its inclusion, together with a mass of demonstrably spurious matter, in the Basel edition of Bede's collected works (1563), and the following note inserted by the Basel editors at the end of the unfinished Commentarius (ps. cxxi; see P. L., XCIII, p. 1089 But the strongest testimony of all for crediting Bede with the authorship of these two sections of the Exegesis is that afforded by the Old Irish commentary edited by Dr. Kuno Meyer in Hibernica Minora. This is the next member that we shall discuss of the Theodorean succession; but before taking it up for itself, we may note the evidence that it gives upon the work of Bede. The passage in question, since the exact identification of at least one of the citations is a matter of dispute, had better be quoted here: Hib.Min., p. 33, Hib. Min., p. 35, : ' Primus psalmus titulus est omnium psalmorum, quia in eo continentur tres uoces omnium psalmorum, i. e. uox definitionis, uox consolationis, uox increpationis.' No other quotation in the Irish commentary can be traced to the Commentaries·^) and its evidence must therefore not be counted on the side of union. *) I have been unable to trace this passage or method of division in any of the psalm commentators; but both recur in the Southampton Psalter. For the origin which is thus suggested see below.
2 ) Dr. Meyer finds three other references in the treatise to the In Psalmorum lAbrum Exegesis, at 11.5, 158, and 211. Each of these is to the Since the Irish treatise is dated by its editor, Dr. Meyer, as early as 750, J ) we hare in it a piece of almost contemporary testimony in favor of Bede's authorship of the Argumenta and Explanationcs. When this is added to the rest, it becomes hardly possible to doubt longer that the industrious monk did indeed compile the two series and send them forth as a treatise 'Upon the Titles of the Psalms'. The absence of the name in his own list of his works may be due to its brevity and entire lack of originality;
2 ) but there is no reason to reject the Basel explanation that it was composed after the list was drawn up in 731. The other part of their story, that which concerns the Commentarius, has on the contrary hithertho entirely failed of confirmation; and the balance of probability is clearly against its being a genuine work of Bede's.
The true Theodorean doctrine had become by this time sorely adulterated. In Bede we find Theodore's most distinctive interpretations still kept, but mingled in the orthodox stream that sprang, as far as the Western Church was concerned, from Augustine and Cassiodorus. The union between the two schools was not so difficult as it might appear at first sight. We have seen how Theodore, while emphasizing the two historical lines of interpretation, that is, of David as author and of Jewish history as occasion, did not neglect the moral application to the life of the individual Christian and the Church, and occasionally even admitted the Messianic interpretation. The two latter, i. e. the Messianic or allegorical and the moral, were the aspects Praefatio ~ Altera (P. L., XCHI, . But (1) even if this section of the work were known to the Irish writer, we cannot assume therefrom a knowledge of the Commentarius, altho the Praef. Alt. is undeniahly more like the Commentarius in style than like the other two sections; (2) the identifications must he considered very doubtful: it is difficult to see any resemblance in the first two cases with the passages cited by Dr. Meyer from the Praef. Alt; and the account at 1.211 of Esdras' restoration of the Psalter is more likely to have come from Hilary (P. L., IX, 258) , who is named at 1.44. predominantly stressed by the Western Church, but they did not altogether deny, altho they scorned, the literal and historical sense. To a reader unacquainted, as Bede perhaps was, with the fine distinction between the 'typical 7 and 'allegorical' ways of bringing Christ into the Psalter, -the distinction which had made Theodore a heretic at the Fifth Council, -or prejudiced in his favor as was Columban, the difference between the two schools would seem mainly one of emphasis. Theodore's most glaring fault, his neglect of the original psalm-titles, was easily remedied and his more doubtful passages excised by Columban; and as thus revised, he passed, doubtless under the revered name of the great Irish missionary or some other name equally unexceptionable, into the hands of Bede. Bede seems to have regarded him as a useful complement to the other commentaries with which he was familiar; and in making up his series of extracts, he reduced the difference between the two schools into the difference between a ' Literaliter' and ' a ' Spiritualiter' or 'Allegorice'. The only genuine Theodorean feature still left, one which could not well be improved away, was the set of references to Jewish history. But the long-suffering heretic was to undergo still another process of change and modification at the hands of an Irish commentator on the Psalms.
The Irish Interpretation. -It is a striking fact that every one of the four Latin adaptations of Theodore's commentary that we have studied has intimate Irish connections. The fuller translation, whether or not, as Mercati thinks, it was made by some Pelagian of the fifth century, has reached us only in the fragments preserved in the three Bobbio manuscripts. The revised version, also in a Bobbio manuscript, is furnished with the famous Old Irish glosses, and as we have seen is probably the work of an Irishman. The Vatican catena is in an Irish hand and contains Irish glosses. And even the 'Liber Bedae* was in the Bobbio library by the tenth century, has come down to us in another Irish manuscript with Irish glosses, the 'Southampton Psalter', and as we have seen was known and used by an Irish commentator within a very few years of its composition. It is then not surprising to find the next links in the chain of Theodorean succession »formed by works actually written in Old Irish itself.
Unfortunately the Old Irish commentary edited in Hib. Hin . has reached us only as a fragment. It contains merely the Introduction to the Psalter and a part of the exposition of the first psalm. But what we have is enough to show that the commentary was planned on a large scale, and that if it were ever completed for the whole psalter it must have been a work of rather imposing size and detail. Dr. Meyer thinks it likely that it was continued, x q,nd that what has come down is but the first quaternion of a volume the rest of which shared the fate of so many Old Irish books at the hands of the Vikings. The loss is especially regrettable from the-linguistic point of view, since as we have seen the character of the language compels the dating of its original composition as early as 750, i. e. as early as the Milan glosses themselves.
According to a usual Irish custom, the commentary is written in the form of a. catechism or series of questions and answers on the psalter. These are numerous and searching, and touch on nearly every topic connected with the psalms that had been raised up to the eighth century. The subjects treated, and still more the authorities used and named, give a very flattering impression of the state of Irish learning and Irish libraries at the time. Nearly every Latin commentator on the psalter whom we know to have written before 750 is mentioned and quotations made from his work; *) and there are a number of references which can no longer be identified and which perhaps are to books that have perished.
The different authorities are treated in the Introduction rather impartially. When the Commentary proper was begun, however, if we may judge by the portion of one psalm that has come down to us, this impartiality disappeared. Of all his sources, the Irish commentator selected the 'Liber Bedae', i.e. *) Of. the list of medieval Latin commentaries given by E. Heiirici, Die Quellen von Hotkeys Psalmen, 1878, pp.3-5. Of the 13 writers on the Psalter listed before 750, the Irish commentator mentions 8, viz. Hilary, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine. Cassiodorus, Gregory, Isidore, and Bede. We find no citation from the important commentaries of pseudo-Jerome and Arnobius, but since these have no general introduction, there was hardly occasion for their use in the part that has come down. The Irish writer also had access to a number of general grammatical and encyclopedic works, such as Isidore's Etymologies and others still unidentified.
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tlie Argumenta and Explanationes, as his chief authority. To Bede he turns in answer to the question, t What is the argument of this first psalna?' and quotes the (a) section, i.e. the Theodorean part, of the Argumentum. If only he had adhered to this practise for the other psalms, we should find practically the whole series of Theodorean interpretations transferred to the Old Irish pages and given the place of honor. "And as we shall see when we come to study the 'Southampton.Psalter', there is some positive evidence that this was indeed the case.
It seems likely, however, that Bede was not the sole channel by which a knowledge of Theodore reached the Irish writer. In the question and answer just preceding the one for which the Argumenta is quoted, a distinctly Theodorean passage occurs which could not have been obtained from the ' Liber Bedae'. Hib. Min., p. 33: £ What is it that makes this psalm precede all the other psalms? Kot difficult. Because virtue and morality abound therein. For it is through mercifulness that righteousness and helief are attained. That is conspicuous to us from Cornelius the centurion. For it was the deeds of his mercifulness that brought him to righteousness and belief. Because, however, it is through mercifulness and righteousness that belief is arrived at, it is fit that the psalm in which action and virtue and morality abound should be in front of the psalms.'
Cf. Ascoli, pp. 10,11: 'Est ergo moralis psalmus . . . Duo itaque quae faciunt hominem ad beatitudinem peruenire: dogmatis recta sententia, id est ut pie de Deo et integre sentiatur, et morum emendata formatio, per quam honeste saneque uiuatur. Neutrum ad perfectionem ualet sine altero .. . Sed nonnumquam uitae merito ad fidem aditus aperitur; et e diuerso ad perfectam cognitionem eius peccatis obstruitur ... Unde hanc partem maxirae Scripturae diuinae est moris excolere; et ideo etiam in praesenti psalmo ante docomenta fidei disciplina moralis indicitur.'
Cf. also the Irish glosses attached (Thes. Palaeoh., p. 12): '15. ad fidem aditus; i.e. faith is opened through well-doing. 19 . i. e. the setting forth that it is thru good works that perfect faith is attained and is opened up to the understanding. The agreement is conclusive of a common origin for the two passages, but it is not close enough to warrant us in saying that the Irish writer drew directly from Columban's coramentarj^. As we shall note later, there are some slight indications elsewhere that a still fuller version, perhaps the earlier Latin translation, of Theodore was before-him. The most interesting manifestation of Theodorean influence, and also the most distinctive modification of the Theodorean tradition, that the Irish commentary contains, is found in the paragraph at 11.312-20: Hib. Min., p.31, : 'There are four things that are necessary in the psalms, to wit, the first story (stoir), and the second story, the sense (sicns) and the morality (tnoroZus). The first story refers to David and to Solomon and to the above-mentioned persons, to Saul, to Absalom, to the persecutors besides. The second story to Hezekiah, to the people, to the Maccabees. The meaning (siens) to Christ, to the earthly and heavenly church. The morality to every saint N \ In this definitive four-fold scheme we have the final fusion of the two schools of interpretation, the Theodorean and the orthodox. We have seen the two currents mingling, more or less incongruously but ever more intimately, in Columban's revision and the compilation of Bede. But here for the first time the union is consummated and codified. The distinctively Theodorean member of the scheme is of course the 'second story', referring to 'Hezekiah, to the People, to the Maccabees'. The distinctively orthodox member is the 'sense', referring to 'Christ and the church'. Common to both schools of exegetical thought are the 'first story' and the 'morality'.
A formal scheme of different lines of interpretation such as we have here is a characteristic Irish feature. Altho not exactly the four here announced, several similar schemes are to be found elsewhere in Irish expositions of Scripture; and the method seems to have appealed especially to the Irish love of system and schematic regularity of all kinds. Some of these parallels may be cited.
In the Milan glosses are to be found allusions to both a three-fold and a two-fold scheme. For the first compare the following passage from the heading to the first psalm with the glosses attached:
Ascoli, p. 12: ' Quoniam non est nobis propositum latius cuncta persequi, sed summatim dictorum omnium sensus adtingere, ut possit lecturis expositionis priina facie relucere, illis relinquentes occasiones maioris intelligentiae, si uoluerint aliqua addere, quae tarnen a praemissa interpretatione non discrepent. The two-fold system is indicated at two places, pss. viii and xxi. Here we find merely the contrast between the literal and the allegorical, which are called at ps. viii by the Irish words stoir and sens (Thes. Palaeoh., 1, 45) , and at ps.xxi by the words stoir and ruin or run, i. e. secret, mystery (Thes. Palaeoh., I, 125) .
Additional examples are furnished in abundance by the Old Irish homilies of the LeabJiar Breac. *) Indeed, the accepted formula for an Irish sermon seems to have been the exposition of the passage of Scripture selected in each of the regular modes, taken successively and formally distinguished. Illustrations of the two-fold scheme of the Milan glosses are found in the Homily on the Temptation (pp. 172-181), on the Lord's Supper (pp. 181-90), and on the Day of The fourth member, the Anagogical (which is about equivalent to the modern term eschatological), seems to be included with the Mystical in the three-fold scheme, and both Anagogical and Moral with the Allegorical in the two-fold scheme.
The medieval student will recognize in these terms the rule of exegesis expressed in the scholastic verse, 'Littera gesta docet; quid credas, allegoria; Moralis, quid agas; quid speres, anagogia.' The system is the one founded by Origen, and the very one which the Antiochene school of Theodore fought against in vain. 1 ) Its most famous user in literature was of course Dante, and it became a commonplace of medieval thought, tho hardly anywhere does it appear so formally and so mechanically applied as in the Irish expositions. x s But it is not this familiar medieval system that we find in the Irish commentary on the psalms. Its particular four-fold scheme is apparently new. It omits the 'anagogical' interpretation, perhaps including it with the 'allegorical' or l sians\ which it explains as referring 'to Christ, to the earthly and heavenly church'. Instead it arrives as the regular number of four in another way by adding the 'second story' or second historical sense taken from Theodore. The compromise was ingenious, altho to one familiar with the historical irreconcilability of the two systems not unlike the compromise of the* Roman emperor who admitted Christ into his Pantheon.
Theoretically the scheme here set forth was followed in the exposition of each psalm. For each the question of first story, second story, sense, and morality was raised and answered, doubtless mainly from the Argumenta and Explanations, with not infrequent recourse to the other commentaries on the list. Unfortunately we cannot substantiate this theory by a single complete example; but the fragment preserved upon the first psalm certainly seems to start in that direction. Almost at the very end of the pages that have come down to us appears the paragraph that Dr. Meyer has translated as follows: Hib.Min., p.37 : 'The primary story of the psalms refers to the time of David, the second to Jesus the son of Sirach. He it was that did not abandon him in the time of persecution, though every one else abandoned him. ' The mention of Jesus the son of Sirach is a decided stumbling-block here; for not only is .he unmentioned by any Zimmer's brilliant conjecture gives an excellent meaning, for Hushai would be an entirely appropriate person to associate with the description of the righteous man who forsakes the counsel of the ungodly (cf. 2 Sam. XV, 32). It also agrees with the canon laid down above, i. e. that the first story refers to David or any member of his court. i
The only objection to the acceptance of Hushai here is the fact that we do not find him connected with the first psalm by any older commentator. His name does not qccur, either in the ,Theodorean treatments of Bede or Columban, or, so far as I can discover, in any of the orthodox commentaries. There is one other appearance of his name in this connection, however, which i sheds a decided light on several questions connected with the ! Irish commentary. This occurs in a Latin gloss on the first page of the Southampton Psalter 1 . In order to understand the significance of the fact, the relation of the Southampton Psalter to our Irish production must now be discussed.
The remarkable manuscript of the Psalms in St. John's College is of uncertain date, probably the end of the tenth or the eleventh century. It is clearly an Irish manuscript and contains a number of scattered Irish glosses which have been edited in the Thesaurus. But the Latin glosses, which are very numerous, have apparently not as yet been studied. An examination of them shows not only, as has already been mentioned, that we have here another text of the Argumenta of Bede, written on the margin at the head of each psalm, but so many other Latin passages found also in the Irish commentary as to make it practically certain that the Psalter glosses must have been copied from the Commentary or from its immediate source. These agreements are naturally confined to the glosses on the first psalm, found on the first folio of the manuscript. The Min., p. 36.) The importance of this identification, is the clue that it supplies to the contents of the lost portion of the commentary, both for ps. i and for the rest of the psalter. The two references to Absalom and Achitophel and the one to Hushai put it beyond doubt that the Irish commentator did connect the first psalm with this period of David's life, and make the emendation of Zimmer almost certainly right. These two glosses (nos. 2 and 8) *) For assistance in deciphering-these glosses I must express my gratitude to Dr. Bright also supply the materials for carrying out the regular scheme of interpretation, beginning with Achitophel and Hushai for the 'first story', Christ and Joseph of Arimathea for the l sense', and t every saint who consents not to heretics, vices, and the devil' for the 'morality'; doubtless the 'second story', for which Theodore here had no suggestion, the first psalm being one of his 'Purely Moral' group (see preceding article, p.437), was omitted.
For the remainder of the psalter the scribe is by no means so liberal with his glosses as on the first page, but he continues to take the Argumentum for each psalm. Several times he has copied in the Explanatio as well (pss. i, x, and the various sub-sections of ps. cxviii), thus demonstrating that both of Bede's two series of headings continued to occupy a prominent place in the Irish commentary. The fact that there is no cessation in his insertion of the Argumente, and other glosses is a strong indication that the Irish commentary too went on to the end of the psalter.
The text of the Argumenta as given in the Southampton glosses is rather careless. Many omissions, especially of (c) sections, occur. But at two places there are additions, one of which is of some importance (pss. Ixxxvi and Ixxxvii) A comparison with the Argumenta as edited in the WestSaxon Psalms will show that in both cases the initial sentence is added here. The addition at ps. Ixxxvi, tho confused, is of the same general import as the (a) section. Perhaps in the commentary it supplied the 'first story', while the (a) section gave the 'second story', and the (b) section the 'sense'. But the new text at ps. Ixxxvii supplies the only (a) section that was missing in the entire psaltery and,, what is rather puzzling, the interpretation supplied is perfectly correct, as is proved by the Syriac: (Baethgen, V, 95) 'Auf das Volk in Babel, welches seine Bedrängnisse erzählt und um Erlösung von demselben bittet 7 . How did the Southampton Psalter come by this missing explanation? It could hardly have been originally present in the Argumente, for as we have seen (p. 455), the loss in Bede's series of the genuine interpretation here and at pss. cxxxix-cxliii corresponds to a similar loss in Bede's source, the commentary of Columban. We must therefore conclude that the Irish commentary, or whatever source the Southampton glosses were copied from, had access\ to another Theodorean channel, and one fuller even than Columban's version.
Whether this was the fuller version of which only fragments have come down to us, we cannot say, because the fragments do not include this psalm. But the existence of some such unknown Theodorean source we seem bound to accept; and having accepted it, we may perhaps suspect that in this fuller version lay the original mention of Cornelius (cf. Hib. Min., p. 32, cited above) and of Hushai in connection with ps. i. Altho we do not find Hushai or Cornelius in the heading of Columban's commentary, we do find the qualifications of King Joash discussed, and then a note that further discussion is omitted on account of a great desire for brevity. The matter is not of much importance, but it would be interesting to find the Irish commentary preserving genuine Theodorean ideas which have failed to reach us thru any of our other numerous Theodorean channels.
Before leaving the Irish part oi our history, we must mention another Irish production which, brief tho it is, shows clearly the Theodorean influence. In the Bodleian Ms. Rawl 'Four things in the Psalms (pure course!), the first story (stair), the second story, There are found in them (it is no falsehood!) nohle sense (slans) and morality (morolus). It is with these that the first story is concerned: with David, with Solomon, With the persecutors of the hosts, with Saul, with Ahsalom.
The second story which is here declared refers to Hezebiah, to the People, To the Kings (excellent the fame!), to Moses, to the Maccahees.
The meaning (slansd) of the Psalms, with their divisions, to holy Christ, to the Church; The morality after that severally to every just one, blessed vigilkeeping.'
The author of this poem, Airbhertach mac Coisse, is also known as author of a long summary in verse of classical geography, which has been published with text and translation for the Royal Irish Academy. He lived and taught in the monastic school of Ross Ailithir, now Ross Carbery in the southwest of County Cork, in the latter part of the tenth and beginning of the eleventh centuries, dying in 1016.
3 ) His two productions are thus both school-poems, probably written to fix upon his scholars' memories the leading facts of courses respectively in J ) Mr. R. Flower, to whom I am much indebted for his kind assistance in handling the Irish materials of this paper, gives me the following note on this point: * Stanzas 1-3 correspond to 11.158 f. of the Commentary; stanza 4 toll. 175 f.; stanzas δ-6 to 11.207 f.; stanza 7 to 11.229 f.; stanzas 9-12 to 11.312 f.; stanzas 24-26 to 11.320 f.; stanzas 27-28 to 11. 329 f.; stanzas 30-31 to 11.88 f. The chronological indications at the end are not represented in the Commentary. The close verbal correspondences throughout make it certain that the author of the poem used the Irish commentary represented by Dr. Meyer's text. He versifies only the introduction and his poem throws no light on the question of the extent of the Irish version.' 2 ) This translation was obligingly made for me by Miss Eleanor Hull, -to whom also I must express my thanks for assistance in reading Mac Coisse's poem. geography and the psalms. We know that the Psalter was the earliest object of study in an Irish school; and this compact summary of MacCoisse's perhaps represents the irreducible minimum of knowledge about it required. It is interesting to find the characteristic Theodorean method of interpretation included in this minimum. In the peculiar diluted form that it had assumed in the Irish commentary, of the 'four-fold scheme', it had thus become a part of the standard and accepted teaching at Eoss Ailithir. We shall meet this apparently Irish formula once again, but this time, strangely enough, in an approximately contemporary Anglo-Saxon version of the Psalms.
The West-Saxon Psalms. -We have already had several examples in the Theodorean succession of a mutual exchange of Theodorean knowledge between England and Ireland. We have seen how the revised version of Theodore probably prepared by the Irish saint and missionary Columban, about the beginning of the seventh century, was brought to Northumbria and used by the Venerable Bede at the beginning of the eighth century; and then how Bede's compilation in its turn was carried almost immediately to Ireland and given the place of honor, among all the works yet produced by the Western Church on the Psalms, in an Irish commentary. The Vatican catena (Pal. Lat. 68), with its extracts from Theodore, its Northumbrian and Irish glosses, and its Irish hand 'copied from an Anglo-Saxon', has not yet been adequately studied; but when it is, it will surely reveal a similar history of intercommunication between the two countries. If now it can be shown, as I hope to do, that the Old Irish commentary was the nearest, and perhaps the only, source of the Anglo-Saxon version of the psalms produced in the south of England in the ninth or tenth century, the balance of obligation, otherwise fairly even, will incline distinctly in favor of Ireland.
The abstract possibility, even of' so marked a case of dependence of an Anglo-Saxon on an Irish writer, will hardly be called in question by students familiar with the two fields. Altho little investigation has yet been made into the relations between Old-Irish and Old-English literature, signs are not wanting that much exists to be discovered in this direction. In Were the West-Saxon Psalms merely a version of the first third of the Psalter, it would hardly be possible to talk of any commentary as their source. But they are much more than a mere version. Unlike the other Anglo-Saxon Psalters, which are practically but interlinear glosses, the two versions preserved in the Paris Psalter are real translations into idiomatic AngloSaxon. The prose rendering of the first fifty psalms in the West-Saxon dialect which we have named the West-Saxon Psalms furthermore differs from the Anglian Psalms, as the accompanying metrical version of the rest of the psalter in the Northern dialect has been called, in being frequently rather more of a paraphrase than a version. Altho it does not go quite so far as Notker in his Old High German rendering did in adding explanatory remarks and comments, it frequently does insert 'expansions' in the text in order to make the meaning plain or to furnish an interpretation of a difficulty, and still oftener it indicates the interpretation it prefers by freely amplifying and altering. Thus the use of an authority or authorities is constantly made manifest. The reader is still more clearly guided in his understanding of the psalms by the curious AngloSaxon Introductions, found only in the West-Saxon Psalms, J ) C. F. Brown, * Irish-Latin Influence in Cynewulfian Texts', Engl. Stiid. XL (1908), pp. 1-29. 2) Page 9. p. 1931 which stand at the head of each psalm except the first. 1 ) Since these furnish us with the clearest argument for a dependence on the Irish commentary, it will perhaps be best to quote a few typical examples (in translation): Ps.viii. ' This eighth psalm David sang-, when he wondered at the wonders of God, who controls all creatures. And he also prophesied in the psalm about the glorious Incarnation of Christ.' 2 ) Ps. ix. 'In the ninth psalm David prayed to the Lord, and thanked him that his son and other enemies also might not do him all the evil that they had devised against him. And to the same purpose every righteous man sings it about his own enemies. And about the same Christ sang it, when Jews wished to do Him more evil than they might. And so did Hezekiah also, when his enemies might not injure him as they wished.' 3 ) Ps.x. 'This tenth psalm David sang, when he was driven into the wilderness by Saul the king, when his comrades taught him to hide himself there, like this sparrow (cf. vs. 1). And in the same way the righteous who sing it, they lament concerning their enemies, both visible and invisible. And so did Christ concerning the Jews, when He sang this psalm.'*) Ps. xxix. * David sang this nine and twentieth psalm to the God who had delivered him from his enemies and from all his troubles. And he prophesied the same thing concerned Hezekiah, that he would do the same thing, when he was delivered from Assyrians and from his sickness. And he prophesied the same thing concerning every righteous man who sings this psalm either for himself or for another, as a thanksgiving to God for the happiness that he then has. And he also prophesied in the psalm concerning Christ, how he would be delivered, both from the Jews and from death. of the 49) resemble those of pss.ix and xxix. Each of the thirty is built on a fixed scheme of four interpretations, which varies only slightly in arrangement. There are always two interpretations from the Old Testament, one of David and one some later period of Jewish history; viz., the reign of Hezekiah, the reign of Ahaz (ps. xlv only), the period of the Exile, and the period of the Maccabees (pss. xliii and xlvi only); and two interpretations from the new dispensation, one of Christ or his apostles, and one of every righteous man. In 15 of the Introductions, among which is that of ps. x, only three lines of interpretation are suggested, the one omitted in each case being the second Old Testament or 'second historical' interpretation. The remaining 4 Introductions, illustrated by ps. viii (cf. also pss. xviii, xliv, xlix), forsake the scheme altogether and explain the psalm as embodying directly some dogmatic teaching.
Dr. Bruce has already demonstrated the dependence of these Introductions on Bede's Argumenta, with occasional use of the Explanations and Vulgate titles. The dependence is easily seen in three of the four cases cited above, and extends throughout the series. The suggestion offered in this paper is that the Irish commentary was a nearer source, i. e. that the Anglo-Saxon translator used the Argumenta and Explanationes not directly, but as they appeared in the commentary, and together with such modifications and such additional matter as was there supplied. We have seen that the Irish commentary did almost certainly give the Argumenta and probably also the Explanationes for every psalm, but that it also contained a great deal of other matter from a very wide range of authorities, including at least one other Theodorean source. It is by the presence of this additional matter in the Anglo-Saxon translation that we may detect its close kinship to the commentary.
The chief of these coincidences is the common use in the Irish and the Anglo-Saxon of the four-fold plan. The scheme on which the majority of the Anglo-Saxon Introductions are built is, as has no doubt been already perceived, precisely that of 'first story, second story, sense, and morality' which we discovered in the Irish commentary and its successor the Irish poem, and nowhere else. Dr. Bruce was able without difficulty to find a general source in Argumente^ Explanaiioncs, or Vulgate titles, for each of the four lines of interpretation taken separately.
But he did not find a particular source in every case by any means, except for the peculiar Theodorean 'second historical' interpretation; i. e. the scheme is often mechanically filled out when one or more of the other three members were lacking in these sources. Nor did he anywhere find the curious four-fold formula explicitly set forth, and was therefore forced to suppose it an original idea -a t peculiar division' (p. 72) -of the translator's own. The Irish usage supplies us with just what was missing.
Another line of argument that conducts us to the same conclusion is suggested by the fact that the Argwnenta, certain as is their use by the Anglo-Saxon translator, fail to furnish quite all the knowledge of Theodorean opinion that he can be shown to possess. One instance appears in the Introduction to ps. viii which is quoted above. The Anglo-Saxon explains the psalin as designed to teach two important doctrines: the wonders of Divine Providence, and the Incarnation of Christ. The first of these was no doubt suggested to him by the (a) section of the Aryumentum\ but the Argumentum says nothing about the Incarnation. Now we know that the Incarnation was the original and genuine Theodorean explanation for this psalm, and that this Argumentum, as has been explained above (p. 456), is one of Bede's spurious substitutes, inserted no doubt to supply a loss in his copy of Columban's commentary. Bede's guess was a rather unfortunate one here, for he hit upon an explanation that Theodore himself had violently rejected. According to Columban's commentary, he stigmatized the literal interpretation of the psalm, which merely contrasts God's greatness with the littleness of man, as ' Jewish'; and according to all our sources he regarded it as a direct prophesy of the. Incarnation.
)
Were this the only case where the Anglo-Saxon translator seems to have got at the original Theodore behind his usual x ) We happen to know Theodore's interpretation of this psalni especially well, because it was both one of the four that he -admitted to be Messianic, and one of those for which he was condemned by the Council; and in consequence we have, besides the usual evidence of the Syriac and the Latin version edited by Ascoli, a large fragment preserved in the Council records (see the bibliography given in the preceding article, p. 426). Theodore's heresy lay in the way in which he made the psalm testify to a division between Christ's two natures. Cf. Ascoli, p. 57: 'In hoc psalmo beatus Dauid, profetali repletus spiritu, de Domini incarnatione praelöquitur, et ea dicit de source, the Argiunenia, we might put it down as a chance coincidence. But a similar state of things confronts us in two other cases where Bede's headings are spurious, psalms iii and vii, at both of which they are discarded by the Anglo-Saxon Introductions in favor of the genuine Theodorean explanation.
The three cases together make it quite necessary to, assume the use of some other Theodorean channel. Now we have seen above that the Irish commentator must also have had access to another Theodorean channel besides the Argumenta. Nothingwould be more natural than for him to cite the conflicting interpretation which he must have found there for comparison with some at least of the spurious Argumenta, and nothing more likely than that the Anglo-Saxon would have made use of some of these alternatives.
These evidences of access on the translator's part to another Theodorean source is immensely strengthened by a consideration of his additions and paraphrases in the text proper of the psalnis. It is no part of the plan of this paper to study the translation itself in detail; for no satisfactory determination of the sources there used can be made until the appearance of the promised edition of all available Theodorean material (see the preceding article). But certain facts are already plain. In many cases the interpretations of a wide range of commentaries of the orthodox type were known and followed; but the explanations most frequently chosen are those that we know to have been given by Theodore. To illustrate this statement I have selected from two psalms (ix and x) all the cases where the source of an Anglo-Saxon rendering is plain, giving for each passage first the Latin, then the Anglo-Saxon rendering, then the parallel in the commentary that seems to be followed. ix. 18. Exurge, Domine, non praeualeat homo. Aris, Drihten, py laes se yfelwillenda maege don paet he wille. Ascoli: Accingere .in ultionem, ne insolescant qui nos tribulant, successu prosperitate elati. (Here, as in verse 38, where 'homo 1 is rendered 'se awyrgeda', the traditional view is followed that ' homo' denotes especially ' wicked man'. Cf. Hib. Min., p. 36 , ""\^herever 'homo' occurs in the Scriptures, it is written to mark human frailty.") ix. 20. Ut quid, Domine, recessisti longe, despicis in opportunitatibus, in tribulatione ?
Drihten, hwi gewitst pu swa feor fram us, and hwi noldest pu cuman to us, to paere tide pe us nydpearf waes?
Cf. pseudo-Jerome: Tune uidentur (uiditur) despicere, quando opportunum tempus est Ecclesiae ut adiuuet, et non statim occurrit illi in tribulatione.
ix. 21. Durn superbit impius, incenditur pauper. ponne se unrihtwisa ofermodegao, ponne byp se earma pearfa onseled and gedrefed and eac geunrotsod.
Cf. Ascoli: elatio profani hominis atque prosperitas . .. ignem in ossibus pauperis offensionis ac meroris accendat. (Most of the orthodox commentators [Augustine, Cassiodorus, Remi, Bruno, the CommentariiutJ interpret differently, i. e. that the poor man is inflamed to love and good works by persecution.) ix. 22. Quoniam lauditur peccator in desideriis animae suae, et qui iniqua gerit benedicitur.
For pam se synfulla byp hered paer he his yfelan willan wyrcp; and hine bletsiap pa yfelan for his yfelan daeduni.
Cf. pseudo-Jerome: tune quando peccator laudat, alius alium, dum se inuicem laudant, occidunt.
ix. 34. Vides, quoniam tu laborem et dolorem consideras, ut tradas eos in manibus tuis; tibi enim derelictus est pauper; pupillo (Gallican, orphano) tu eris adiutor.
Gesyhst J>u nu, cwaep se witega to Drihtne, hwylc broc and hwylc sar we poliap and prowiap ? Nu hit wsere cyn J>set J>u hit hym wrsece mid )?inre handa. Ic ]?earfa eom, nu to p>e forlseten; J?n eart fultumiend |?ara pe nabbap nawper ne fseder ne modpr.
Cf. pseudo-Jerome: Propheta loquitur ad Deum . . . Pupillus dicitur qui non habet patrem; orphanus qui nee patrem nee matrem habet. (The translator mistakes 'Vides . . . consideras 1 for an interrogative clause, and 'ut . . . tuis' for an independent wish.) ix. 35. Conteres brachium peccatoris et maligni; requiretur (Gallican, quaeretur) delictum eins, nee inuenietur. pu forbrycst pone earm and paet maegen pass synfullan; for J?y peah hine hwa ahsode for hwi he swa dyde, ponne ne mihte he hit na gereccan, ne gepafa beon nolde pset he untela dyde.
Ascoli: tanta est, ait, quam in pauperes exercet iniquitas ut si peccati sui ab eo ratio postuletur, nullam inuenire possit, nee ualeat uel panlulnm. in sui adsertionem defensionemque consistere, atit aliquo j>eccatorum suorum multitudinem colore uelare. (The sense of the latter clause is much disputed among the orthodox commentators; hut the translator's clear if free interpretation finds a parallel only in Ascoli.) ix. 36. Regnabit Dominus in aeternum et in saeculum saeculi; perihitis gentes de .terra eius.
Drihten rixaj? on ecnesse on J?isse worulde ge on J?sere toweardan; for paem weorpaf» aworpene J?a sj'nfullan of segprum his rica.
Cf. Cassiodorus: regnum significat Domini Saluatoris, quo soli heatissinii perfruuntur . . . gentes autem posuit peccatores et impios. x. 6. Dominus interrogat iustum et impium. Se ylca Drihten ahsaj? rihtwise and unrihtwise, }?aet heora aegper secge hwast he dyde, Ipset he him nisege gyldan be heora gewyrhtum.
Cf. Ascoli: tarn iustus quam peccator meritorum suorum fructus ipso discernente percipiet.
x. 7. Pluit super peccatores laqueos; ignis, sulphur, et Spiritus procellarum, pars calicis eorum.
Drihten onsent manegra cynna witu, swa swa ren, of er }?a synfullan; and hi gewyrp]? mid grine, and he onsent fyr ofer hig and ungemetlice hreto paere sunnan, and Avolberende windas; mid fyllicum and mid mauegum pj'llicum beoj? heora drincfatu gefyldu.
Cf. Ascoli: poenarum enumerata diuersitas erit, inquit, pars calicis, ut totus calix profecto ac plenue intelligatur continere grauiora. The citation of the commentary edited by Ascoli for the Theodorean parallels in this list is iu>t meant to imply that Columban's commentary was the additional Theodorean source used by the Anglo-Saxon translator. For pss. ix and x it is the only source available to us. But where we have the fragments preserved of the older Latin translation we find that it contains numerous parallels to the Anglo-Saxon in passages that were excised by Columban. A few of the more striking examples may be given to establish this important fact. xviii. 11, 12. Et ab alienis parce seruo tuo. Si mei non fuerint dorainati, tune immaculatus ero, et emundabar a delicto maxi mo.
And from selpeodegum (epndum spara me f>inne J?eow, Drihten. Gif mine fynd ne ricsiaj? ofer nie, ponne beo ic unwemme, and beo geclsensod from J>sem mrestum scyldum. Ac gif hi me abysgia}?, ponne ne mseg ic smeagan mine unscylda, ne eac J?inne willan ne mseg smeagan to wyrcanne.
Cf. the Amb. and Tur. fragment: Eripe me, inquit, ne sim sub hostium potestate; alienos ergo in hoc loco hostes uocat. 'Si mei fuerint dominati' usque ' maximo': noui enim quoniam, si me non praeserit hostium metus, si ab incursione eorum liber fuero, potero in requie et otio constitutus sollicitus peccata uitare. (There is nothing corresponding to this in Aacoli.) xxi. 1, 2. Deus, Deus meus, respice in me: quare me dereliquisti? longe a salute mea uerba delictorum meorum. Deus meus, clamabo per diem, nee exaudies; et nocte, et non ad insipientiam mihi.
Drihten, Drihten, min God, beseoh to me; hwi forlete pu me swa feor minre hselo? Ic clypige daeges and nihtes to pe, and andette mine scylda, and seofige inin ungelimp, and Jm hit ne gehyrst; ac ne understand J?u hit me to unrihtwisnesse, for J?sem ic J?e nane opwite J?set }?u me ne gehyrst, ac minum agnum scyldum ic hit wite.
Cf. Amb.-Tur. fragment: Longe a salute mea usque meorum: causam relictionis suae subdidit, ne id quod superius dixerat, 'quare me', uelut conquiri de Deo uideretur . . . Qui uolunt hunc psalrnum in Domini persona, ex hoc loco praecipue conuiucuntur non paruum temeritatis incurrere. Quomodo enim potest accipi quia hoc de se Dominus dixerit, * Longe a salute mea, reliquia'? Constat quidem tempore passionis suae dixisse in cruce possitum, 'Deus, Deus meus 7 respice in me'; hoc autem dictum non omni modo ad eum hunc psalmum (hoc) indicat pertinere; neque enim quasi prius per profetiam dicto et tune rebus inpleto ita ussus est testimonio. Sed cum passionem, flagilla, iierbera, clauos, et patibulum suscepisset, et consequenter hac uoce ussus est quam conuenit omnes pios, cum aliquid huius modi patiuntur, emittere, aperte autem per haec uerba Saluator propriam indicat passionem, ne, secundum quosdam, fantasma to turn pietas [pietatis?] eius opus et misterium crederetur . . . propter haue igitur causam hoc testimonio usus est, non quod de ipso prius profetiae uaticinium sit praedictum,. aut certe de ipso Psalmus iste conpossitus.
(The denial by Theodore of the Messianic reference in this psalm made it one of those for which he was condemned by the Council of 553. Columban not only omitted the passage here cited, but inserted an explanation directly contrary in its tenor: " Ex persona Domini per interrogationem pronuntiandus hie uersus est quae tarnen uim habeat rennuentis, hoc modo, 'Numquid uerba delictorum meorum, quae non suut, te a meo auxilio remouerunt? ' ..." Plainly the Anglo-Saxon translator here follows the more genuine and more heretical interpretation of the earlier translation.) xxviii. It is then evident, even upon so slight an examination, that the translator drew exclusively from some version or adaptation of Theodore in addition to the brief headings of Bede and fuller even than the abbreviated commentary of Columban. It is also evident that he was influenced, tho somewhat less frequently, by the views of orthodox commentators such as Augustine, Cassiodorus, and Jerome. If the Anglo-Saxon writer laboriously consulted all of these authorities for himself, he must have been a man of extraordinary learning and with access to an extensive library. But we know that all of these helps had been also employed by the author of the Irish commentary. We have seen that he cites and uses practically every orthodox commentary then in existence, that he transferred the 'Liber Bedae' almost bodily to his pages, and that he made use of an additional Theodorean source which was other than and fuller than Columban. In short, the entire Anglo-Saxon translation might in all probability have been accomplished with no other aid than the Irish commentary. It is certainly reasonable to suppose that the translator made use of the results laid ready to his hand by the laborious Irish scholar.
Some further parallels, of less weight, but not altogether insignificant, may be adduced between the Irish and the AngloZeitsohrift f. celt. Philologie V1II. 32 Saxon work. When it is remembered that the Irish commentary stops where the Old English version begins, and that the only psalm without an Anglo-Saxon Introduction, ps. i, happens to be the only psalm of which we have even a part preserved of the detailed discussion in the Irish commentary, it seems remarkable that the parallels should be so numerous as they are. In the general introduction to the Irish treatise ^we find a passage (Hib. Min., p. 30) in which the distinction between the words 'psalmus' and 'canticum' in the titles is explained. Precisely the same distinction is inserted into the Anglo-Saxon Introduction to ps. iv. *) In another passage of the Irish treatise (Hib. Min., p. 24) we find an allusion to the three * fifties' of the psalter (1.115, 'from the first fifty'; 1.122, 'from the middle fifty'). The question has already been raised 2 ) whether the limitation of the Anglo-Saxon version to the first fifty psalms is to be connected with this custom of dividing the psalter into three parts of fifty psalms each. This custom was by no means peculiar to Ireland. In a lengthy note in his edition of Bede's Eccles. Hist It is perhaps unnecessary to add that he more probably used the commentary in an Irish-Latin than in an Irish form. The Old Irish form in which we possess it is not unlikely to be a direct translation from a Latin original. This may have been the immediate source of the Anglo-Saxon translator; or jpossibly he may have used such a glossed psalter as the Southampton to which the substance of the Irish or Irish-Latin commentary had been transferred. The exact details of the to have been used in England from the preface to the Amiatine Codex (White, TJie Codex Amiatinns and its Birthplace', Studia Biblica et Ecclesiastica, Oxford, 1890, II, 273 f.) and from its frequent mention by Bede, he refers again to his own commentary, and explains more explicitly how and why he divided it into three codices (P. L. LXX, 1115) ; 'Quod tarnen Psalmorum corpus uniuersum et in tribus codicibus per quinquagenos psalmos iudicauimus conscribendum, ut iubilaei anni quantitas triplicata sanctae Trinitatis uotiua nobis remissionis beneficia renuntiaret, et, quoniam unus codex onerosus quibusdam fratribus poterat inueniri, tali distribution! completa, spem pretiosae salutis acciperent, et multi compendia lectionis (praestante Domino) salubriter inuenirent. Habeat ergo bibliotheca uestra unum ex his codicem, ad quern recurratis, si uos mendositas fortassis offender!t; fratrum uero curiositas partibus se expleat distributis. ' ') So in the Southampton Psalter, and among the interlinear AngloSaxon psalters, in the Spelman, Junius, Regius, Tiberius, and Lambeth. a ) Douglas Hyde, A Literary History of Ireland, 1899, pp.236, 437. Gf. also the penance of Oengus the Culdee ('tis he that used to chant his psalms thus, while he was at Disert Oeugusso, to wit, fifty in the river with a withe round hfe neck and tied to the tree, fifty under the tree, and fifty in his cell relation may perhaps never be determined; but the significant fact remains that the Irish commentary was in all probability the storehouse from which the Anglo-Saxon translator drew, and was at least the nearest source of which we know at present
The Latin Eubrics of the Anglo-Saxon Psalters. -The latest traces of Theodore's influence discoverable in England remain to be mentioned^ s They appear in the Eubrics found in the 'Paris Psalter' and in several of the other Anglo-Saxon Psalters. The psalms in the Paris manuscript, West-Saxon and Anglian alike, have regularly been provided with Latin Eubrics.*) These are inserted at the head of the psalms, and in the case of the first fifty just after the Anglo-Saxon Introductions. Only seven out of the hundred and fifty Eubrics are missing; five of these (xxxviii, li, Ixxx, xcvii, cix) were on leaves that have been cut out of the manuscript, and two (xxii, xxxii) it seems were never written.
The way in which these Eubrics have been carried thru both parts of the 'Paris Psalter' shows that they were inserted after it had been made up substantially as we have it; but the nature of the frequent errors and omissions found in them (cf. nos. xi, xxi, xxiii, xliv, xlviii, Ixvii, xc, xcii, xciii, cii, cv , and the evident omissions in nos. v, vii, viii, xliii, liv, Ixii, Ixvi, Ixvii, Ixxiii, xcii, etc.) make it clear that they were copied in the Paris manuscript by a careless scribe from some older original. The Eubrics are then earlier than the eleventh century manuscript 2 ) in which they are now found, but later than the time of composition of either of the two versions.
The chief interest of this series of Latin headings lies in their dependence on the Argumenta. This was first pointed out and analyzed in detail by Bruce. With a few modifications which now seem advisable, his conclusions are as follows.
The only source used beside the Argumenta was the Vulgate titles, which occur in 31 psalms either prefixed or affixed to a sentence from the Argumentum. Only twice (cxxxiv, cxliii) does the Vulgate title appear alone. No system can be discovered in their choice, but they occur increasingly toward *) This complete series of rubrics is edited in the West Saxon Psalms, (see Appendix).
2 ) Bruce, pp. 44-50. the end. The text used is sometimes nearer the Gallican (Ixxxv, cxlv), sometimes nearer the Roman title (Ixxxvi, cxxx, cxxxvi) , and sometimes unlike either (Ixxxi, xcvi) . The carelessness of the method is further shown by the random and at times erroneous addition of the numeral. This association of the Vulgate titles and the Argwnenta would seem to have heen original, for it is found in most of our manuscripts of Bede's work.
Disregarding the Vulgate title, we have 141 Rubrics that come from the Argumenta. The three sections into which we have analyzed these each betray their presence by use in the Rubrics. But they were drawn upon in very different proportions. For the rubricator's purpose, which was to get a brief and telling sentence that would fit his space, the mystical title of the (b) section was peculiarly well adapted; he soon learned to pick it out, and toward the end came to use it exclusively. It is possible also, as Bruce suggests, that he was suspicious of the orthodoxy of the Theodorean (a) sections; but his suspicions were not strong enough to prevent his using them on occasion, and their manifest inferiority in form is sufficient to explain his avoidance of them.
The (a) section is used in 17 Rubrics (v, vii, xiv, xv, xx, xxiii, xxvi, xxxi, xxxiii, xxxvii, xliii, xlix, Ix, Ixii, Ixvi, Ixxiii, xcii) . In 8 of these (xx, xxiii, xxxi, Ix, Ixii, Ixvi, Ixxiii, xcii) it \vas the only section found in the Argumentum] in 4 others it was reinforced by some words from the (b) section, three times (v, vii, xv) a mystical title being added, and once (xliii) a liturgical note. The (c) section is the source of but 3 Rubrics (iv, xxviii, Ivi), in the two last of which the rubricator was perhaps also influenced by the Vulgate title. The liturgical note of the (b) section was almost as much avoided. It is used in only 10 Rubrics (ii, vi, viii, x, xi, xxxvi, xxxix, xliii, xlvi, xc) , and never, except perhaps at ps. xxxvi, as sole source; it is once (xliii) combined with the historical explanation, elsewhere with a mystical title. That the rubricator did not understand its meaning is evident from the way he has altered and destroyed the sense in several cases (cf. vi, viii, xxxvi, xliii, xlvi, xc) .
The predilection which the rubricator evidently felt for the mystical titles is shown, even in the cases where he draws from one of the other elements, by the way in which he has remodeled them into his favorite form (cf. the introduction of .
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the characteristic word 'uox' at iv, xxxiii, xliii, Ivi, xcii, where it is not to be found in the original). The mystical title is found in 123 Kubrics. In the majority of these, it comes word for word from the (b) section of the corresponding Argumentum ι but the cases of divergence are numerous enough to. demand special consideration. Such variations as are found at pss. ii, xiii, xviii, xxvii, xxxiv, xli, Ixix, Ixxxix, cii, ex, cxxvii are perhaps arbitrary changes of the rubricator's or mistakes of the copyist; but this explanation will not serve where the mystical title used in the Rubric does not appear in the Argumentum at all (vii, xxi, xxiv, xlv, xlvi, 1, Iviii, cxiii. cxvii, , cxxix, cxxxv, cxxxix, cxli, cxlii), or where additional words have been added to a part or the whole of the title given in our Argumentum (as at Ixxxi, Ixxxiii, Ixxxiv, cxii, cxviii, cxix, cxx, cxxv, cxxvi, cxxx, cxxxii) . Bruce supposes most of these divergences to have been either original with the rubricator or suggested to him by the accompanying Explanation in other words, that he freely supplied new Rubrics, especially where the Argumentum lacked the mystical title, or altered those he found. There seems, however, reason for supposing that many, perhaps all, of these divergences are due to the loss in our Argumenta of titles or parts of titles that were present in the rubricator's copy. One of these lost Rubrics (Ixxiv) , indeed, we have recovered in the new-found Paris manuscript of the Argumenta (P), and in several other cases P gives us new readings that remove slighter divergences from the Rubrics (cf. xi, xxxv, Ixxviii, Ixxxix). Again, the mystical title in the Rubric at ps. vii must have been in the text of the rubricator's Argumentteil, altho it is lost in our text, for he has combined it with words from the (a) section just as in pss. v and xv. The new titles found in the Rubrics, furthermore, frequently reappear in the Collectio of Thomasius or in the Rubrics of other psalters, and hence could hardly have been original with our rubricator. From its. position at the end, it was easy for words to be dropped from the (b) section.
1
) We may suppose three cases. First, where our Argumentum lacks *) This is illustrated in the text of the Argumenta supplied by the { Southampton Psalter', where such omissions of clauses at the end are not uncommon; cf. pss. x, xiii, xxvi, xcii, xcv. the mystical title altogether; here we may regard it as recovered in the Rubric, just as would have been the case at ps.lxxiv without the discovery of the P manuscript (15 titles: vii, xxi, xxiv, xlv, xlvi, Iviii, cxiii, five sub-titles in cxviii, cxxix, cxli, cxlii). In the second group, we may suppose the Argumentum to have originally had two alternative titles, joined, as often in those preserved, by a 'uel', and that one of them has been lost in our text; e. g. in ps. cxxx, the (b) section must have read 'Aliter, uox ecclesiae regnantis, uel Sanctae Mariae\ a combination, that is, of the two titles 'Vox ecclesiae regnantis' and 'Vox Sanctae Mariae', both of which are found in Thomasius's Collectio, and the latter of which is used as Rubric to this psalm in the 'Vitellius Psalter'. The 'Paris Psalter' Rubrics in these cases may give both titles complete, as here, (so also cxx), or parts of both (so in Ixxxi, Ixxxiii, Ixxxiv, cxii, cxix, cxxvi) , or only the lost one (so at 1, cxvii, cxxxv, cxxxix). A third group may be made of those in which our Argumentum has apparently lost certain words (cxviii, cxxv, cxxxii), or altered the meaning (Ixxix) .
The Rubrics of the 'Paris Psalter' are by no means a distinctive feature. Latin Rubrics, more or less similar, are found in most manuscripts of the psalms. An examination of the other Anglo-Saxon Psalters, the 'Royal* and c Salisbury Psalters'. Here after ps. iv the Salisbury Rubrics are manifestly copied from the Royal, a fact which confirms the kinship already noted by Lindelöf between these two psalters. The Royal Rubrics are taken from the Expositio of Cassiodorus, -not as might be thought at first from the Explanations of our Exegesis; for while most of them are, naturally, found in both the Explanatio and its source, a sufficient number occur only in Cassiodorus to establish the original used (cf. the Royal Rubric at ps.xxii: 'Hie psalmus est paruus sed multis partibus noscitur contineri'; ps. xiiv: 'Conpletus propheta caelestibus epulis cepit eructuare (sic) praeconium Domini'; ps. xlvi: 'Iste psalmus gratissima breuitate succinctus est'). The Vespasian series, which is given, not at the head of the psalms like the others, but separately in folios 9a-lib of the introductory pages, is quite unlike any of the rest, and seems to be old. Its titles are generally found among those of the Collectio of Thomasius, and they reappear also, it seems, with additions and some changes,· in the Latin Psalter contained in MS. Cotton Galba A. XVIII, from whence they are published in translation in the Psalter or Seven Ordinary Hours of Prayer of J. D. Chambers. Much closer to the 'Paris Psalter' Rubrics are the sets found in the Bodleian manuscript and the 'Vitellius Psalter'. There is frequent agreement between these, or between one of them and the ' Paris Psalter', tho it is evident that no one of them depends on another. An examination shows that the agreement is confined to those Rubrics of the * Paris Psalter' drawn from the (b) sections of the Argumenta, for nothing in either the Bodleian or Vitellius Rubrics shows any trace of the peculiar Theodorean historical explanation or of the comments of the (c) sections. At the same time, many of them are not found in the (b) sections, altho they all share its character. It is accordingly manifest that the (b) section, and the Bodleian and Vitellius Rubrics go back to a common source, larger than any one of them, a Collectio of mystical titles and liturgical notes similar in character but different in detail from the Collectio of Thomasius. This source must have contained the liturgical notes, for the Bodleian once (ps. xc: 'Vox ecclesiae ad Christum; legendus ad Euangeliuin Marci, ubi temptatur Christus') and the Vitellius twice (ps.xliv: 'Legendum ad intellectum (sic) Mathei de regina Austri; propheta de ecclesia'; ps. cxxix: 'Legendum ad lectionem lonae prophetae') adopt them. To the same or a similar source go back the few and badly written Rubrics of the * Parker Psalter', and two of the four Lambeth sets, -the first and third. The fourth Lambeth set is peculiar, sometimes appearing in the characteristic form of the mystical title, but oftener more like a comment.
None of these nine series show a trace of the peculiar Theodorean views, either in the form in which the t Paris Psalter' Rubrics reflect them from the (a) sections of the Argumenta or thru any other channel. The case is different with the three sets that remain to be mentioned. TJie second Lambeth set stands by itself. It is easily distinguishable from the other glosses by its peculiar hand, and also by its use of green and : purple ink. The series is by no means complete, there being I only about 70 Rubrics scattered rather at random thru the psalter. As these are not contained in the recently published edition, 1 ) they will be given here (with .the section of the f Argumenta from which they are drawn indicated):
